SCIENCE IN HUMAN CULTURE
Spring Quarter 2014 Undergraduate Course Offerings

Available from http://www.shc.northwestern.edu/undergraduate/courses.html

The following is a list of courses that may be counted toward the SHC adjunct major or minor. You may also petition the SHC Director to count a course not listed here.

SHC CORE COURSES:

HISTORY 379-9 // 20-LEC(38473): Biomedicine and World History
Helen Tilley
TuTh 11:00-12:20 in Annenberg G15

COURSES BY SHC VISITING FACULTY:

HISTORY 392-0 // 20-SEM(32811): Topics in History: Environment and Energy in the Middle East
*co-listed as MENA 390-4 // 20-SEM(38471): Advanced Topics: Environment and Energy in the Middle East
Daniel Stolz
TuTh 12:30-1:50 in Fisk B17

SOCIOL 376-0 // 20-LEC(30992): Topics in Sociological Analysis: Mental Health and Society
Mariana Craciun
MoWe 12:30-1:50 in University Hall 102

OTHER COURSES:

ANTHROLOGY

ANTHRO 390-0 // 22-LEC(31944): Topics in Anthropology: Food Security and Sustainability
Amanda Logan
TuTh 11:00-12:20 in 1810 Hinman, Rm. 104

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES

BIOL_SCI 107-6 // 20-SEM(37931): Freshman Seminar: Genetically Modified Foods
Christina Russin
MoWe 2:00-3:20
COMMUNICATION STUDIES

COMM_ST 351-0 // 20-LEC(38181): Technology and Human Interaction
Darren Gergle
TuTh 11:00-12:20 in Tech M128

ECONOMICS

ECON 307-0 // 20-LEC(37827): Economics of Medical Care
Burton Weisbrod
TuTh 11:00-12:20 in Harris L07

ECON 323-1 // 20-LEC(32390): Economic History of the United States Before 1865
Benjamin Chabot
MoWe 6:30-7:50 in Annenberg G15

ENGLISH

ENGLISH 298-0 // 21-LEC(30525): Introductory Seminar: Frankenstein’s Afterlives
James Hodge
TuTh 11:00-12:20 in Harris L04

ENGLISH 338-0 // 20-LEC(32817): Studies in Renaissance Literature: The New World in Lit & Science
Michael Slater
TuTh 3:30-4:50 in Parkes 212

ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY

ENVR_POL 390-0 // 20-LEC(32313): Special Topics: Environmental Justice
Keith Harley
Mo 3:30-6:20 in Tech Lecture Rm 5

ENVR_POL 390-0 // 22-LEC(37890): International Environmental Politics
Instructor TBA
MoWe 12:30-1:50 in Swift 107

ENVR_POL 390-0 // 23-LEC(38621): American Environmental History
*co-listed as HISTORY 300-0-44
Keith Woodhouse
TuTh 2:00-3:20 in Kresge 2-435

GLOBAL HEALTH

GLB_HLTH 301-0 // 20-LEC(31802): Introduction to International Public Health
William Leonard
Mo 6:00-9:00 in McGaw Daniel Hale Williams Aud

**GLB_HLTH 302-0 // 20-SEM(33211): Global Bioethics**
Sarah Rodriguez  
MoWe 2:00-3:20 pm  
No Freshmen

**GLB_HLTH 315-SA // 20-SEM(33733): Public Health in South Africa**
Devora Grynspan  
Time and location TBA

**GLB_HLTH 316-SA // 20-SEM(33734): Development Perspectives on Health in South Africa**
Devora Grynspan  
Time and location TBA

**GLB_HLTH 390-0 // 20-SEM(32872): Special Topics: Global Health and Indigenous Medicine**
Noelle Sullivan  
Th 1:00-3:50 in Kresge 4-440

**GENDER STUDIES**

**GNDR_ST 232-0 // 20-LEC(38050): Sexuality and Society**  
*co-listed as SOCIOL 232-0*  
Héctor Carrillo  
TuTh 3:30-4:50 in Annenberg G-21

**GNDR_ST 332-0 // 20-LEC(32258): Gender, Sexuality, and Health**
Amy Partridge  
MoWe 2:00-3:20 in Kresge 2-359

**HISTORY**

**HISTORY 300-0 // 40-LEC(38011): New Lectures in History: Sickness and Health in Latin America**
Paul Ramírez  
TuTh 3:30-4:50 in Kresge 4-435

**HISTORY 300-0 // 42-LEC(32766): New Lectures in History: The Computerized Society**
Michael Kramer  
TuTh 12:30-1:50 in Harris L07

**HISTORY 300-0 // 44-LEC(38416): New Lectures in History: American Environmental History**  
*co-listed as ENVR_POL 390-0*  
Keith Woodhouse  
TuTh 2:00-3:20 in Kresge 2-435
HISTORY 322-2 // 20-LEC(38075): Development of the Modern American City, 1870-present
Henry Binford
MoWeFr 9:00-9:50 in Kresge 4-425

HISTORY 379-9 // 20-LEC(38473): Biomedicine and World History
**SHC CORE COURSE
Helen Tilley
TuTh 11:00-12:20 in Annenberg G15

HISTORY 392-0 // 20-SEM(32811): Topics in History: Environment and Energy in the Middle East
*co-listed as MENA 390-4
Daniel Stolz
TuTh 12:30-1:50 in Fisk B17

HUMANITIES

HUM 395-0 // 20-LEC(38122): Humanities Seminar: Knowledge and the Politics of Difference: Race, Gender, and Sexuality in Modern Science
Steven Epstein
TuTh 11:00-12:20 in Kresge 2-370

INSTITUTE FOR SUSTAINABILITY AND ENERGY

ISEN 230-0 // 20-LEC(38507): Climate Change and Sustainability: Economic and Ethical Dimensions
*co-listed as PHIL 270-0
Bradley Sageman, Laura Kiesling, Seth Mayer
TuTh 3:30-4:50 in Harris 107

MIDDLE EAST AND NORTH AFRICA

MENA 390-4 // 20-SEM(38471): Advanced Topics: Environment and Energy in the Middle East
*co-listed as History 392-0-20
Daniel Stolz
TuTh 12:30-1:50 in Fisk B17

PHILOSOPHY

PHIL 225-0 // 20-LEC(32990): Minds and Machines
Peter Ludlow
TuTh 9:30-10:50 in University Hall 101

PHIL 255-0 // 20-LEC(37904): Theory of Knowledge
Baron Reed
TuTh 11:00-12:20 in Kresge 4-365
PHIL 270-0 // 20-LEC(32586): Climate Change and Sustainability: Economic and Ethical Dimensions
*co-listed as ISEN 230-0
Bradley Sageman, Laura Kiesling, Seth Mayer
TuTh 3:30-4:50 in Harris 107

POLITICAL SCIENCE

POLI_SCI 390-0 // 20-LEC(30862): Special Topics: Environmental Politics of the Middle East
Instructor TBA
MoWe 5:00-6:20 in Fisk 114

RELIGION

RELIGION 373-0 // 20-LEC(33214): Religion and Bioethics
Alyssa Henning
TuTh 2:00-3:20 in Parkes 212

SOCIOLOGY

SOCIOL 101-6 // 20-SEM(30990): Freshman Seminar: The Human as Research Object
David Peterson
MoWe 11:00-12:20 in University Hall 118

Andre Nickow
TuTh 9:30-10:50 in Harris L05

SOCIOL 232-0 // 20-LEC(38052): Sexuality and Society
*co-listed as GNDR_ST 232-0
Héctor Carrillo
TuTh 3:30-4:50 in Annenberg G21

SOCIOL 376-0 // 20-LEC(30992): Topics in Sociological Analysis: Mental Health and Society
Mariana Craciun
MoWe 12:30-1:50 in University Hall 102